Novel WDR62 and MTR Variants in a Patient With Autosomal Recessive Primary Microcephaly-2 With Polymicrogyria and Homocystinuria-Megaloblastic Anemia
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Abstract
Background: Autosomal recessive primary microcephaly-2 (MCPH2) is a rare genetic disorder with clinical and genetic heterogeneity. This study aimed to perform high-throughput whole-exome sequencing (WES) to facilitate the diagnosis of the genetic variants responsible for MCPH2 and the comorbidities.

Materials and Methods: The WES was performed for a 3-year-old boy with primary microcephaly-2 and homocystinuria-megaloblastic anemia in a consanguineous family. Sequencing and variant calling was conducted by standard bioinformatics tools. Filtering was performed to prioritize novel variants. Finally, the effect of variants on the protein structure and function was assessed using web prediction tools.

Results: Using WES, two novel homozygous variants and three novel homozygous variants were identified in the WDR62 and MTR genes as the causes of MCPH2 and homocystinuria-megaloblastic anemia in the affected child, respectively. These frameshift insertion variants are classified as pathogenic and affect the structure and feature of the WDR62 and MTR proteins by changing amino acid sequence and causing nonsense-mediated RNA decay (NMD).

Conclusion: Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) supported polymicrogyria and impaired cerebral cortical development in the affected child. WDR62 as a causative gene plays an essential role in cerebral cortical development, and its pathogenic disease-causing variants are considered as causing factors for MCPH2. Homocystinuria-megaloblastic anemia was a comorbidity associated with microcephaly in this patient, and its variants were confirmed by WES. Overall, performing WES is a necessary and accurate way to rapidly identify the exact causative genetic variants in MCPH2 and the homocystinuria-megaloblastic anemia and manage the disease.
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Introduction
Microcephaly is considered a neurodevelopmental disorder in which head circumference (HC) is more than two or three standard deviations (severe microcephaly) below the mean for age and gender-matched population (1-6). The Center for Disease Control and Prevention has estimated that the incidence of microcephaly is about 2-10/10,000 live births in the United States (7).

Primary microcephaly (MCPH) is an autosomal recessive, heterogeneous subtype of microcephaly (8). In most patients, there are malformations on the cortical, including simplified cerebral cortical gyral pattern, polymicrogyria, lissencephaly, pachygyria, and hypoplasia of the corpus callosum. The neurological and behavioral features include mental retardation, poor motor development, and seizure (9, 10).

Based on the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database, because of the heterogeneity of MCPH, several autosomal recessive loci are responsible for MCPH. Over 25 genes have so far been identified for MCPH, including the WDR62 gene (9). Many of these genes encode proteins interacting with the centrosome...
and mitotic spindle (3, 11-13).

Primary microcephaly-2 (MCPH2; OMIM 604317), which is a common form of primary microcephaly, is caused by homozygous or compound heterozygous mutations that occur in the WDR62 gene on chromosome 19q13, encoding a WD repeat-containing protein 62 (9, 14). So far, nearly 40 pathogenic mutations have been reported in the WDR62 gene that are responsible for microcephaly and for a wide range of cortical malformations (15-19). In addition, the WDR62 gene plays a prominent role in cerebral cortical development and neuronal proliferation, migration, and organization (9, 20, 21). Consequently, MCPH2 patients have delayed psychomotor development, different head circumferences, and a broad spectrum of cortical malformations (11, 21).

Considering that primary microcephaly is a genetically and phenotypically heterogeneous disorder and can present with various comorbidities, it is challenging to accurately identify patients with primary microcephaly and other accompanying disorders, and the exact genes and variants that are responsible for this disorder. Identifying MCPH1 using gene panel testing based on known and common genetic variants is not so specific due to the continuous identification of new genes and variants and different accompanying disorders (8). With advances in genetics and genomics, whole genome sequencing or whole-exome sequencing (WES) is one of the essential prerequisites for the specific diagnosis of primary microcephaly and various comorbidities (22). In the present study, high-throughput WES technology was applied to identify the exact causative variants in a consanguineous family with a child with MCPH2 and homocystinuria-megaloblastic anemia.

Materials and Methods

Subjects and Clinical Evaluations

One Iranian consanguineous family was referred for genetic testing due to having a child with developmental delay, mental retardation, seizures, low HC, diffused mild hypotonia, and anemia that resulted in a clinical diagnosis of microcephaly and megaloblastic anemia. Informed written consent was taken from the family. Figure 1 illustrates more information about the family pedigree. An autosomal recessive inheritance was expected according to the pedigree. The proband was further subjected to neurological, biochemical, and physical examinations. A magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan was performed on the proband.

Whole Exome Sequencing and Bioinformatic Analysis

WES was used to detect the variants in the genomic DNA sample in the proband. Genomic DNA was extracted from the peripheral blood by utilizing DNA Extraction Kit DNP (Sinacolon, Iran) according to the standard protocols. The genomic DNA samples were quantified via the Thermo Scientific NanoDrop Spectrophotometer. Whole-exome capture for DNA samples from pedigree’s proband was then performed with SureSelect Target Enrichment System for Illumina Paired-End Sequencing Library (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). DNA sequencing was performed on the Illumina platform (Illumina HiSeq, San Diego, CA). Raw data were converted to FASTQ files using bcl2fastq v1.8.4 (Illumina). Next, reads were mapped on the UCSC hg19 reference genome with BWA-MEM. ANNOVAR software was used to call and annotate single-nucleotide and indel variants. Among them, novel homozygous variants with a minor allele frequency of < 1% were checked on 1000 Genome Project, Exome Variant Server, Clinvar, Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC), dbSNP, and the HGMD database. To identify genetic variants with potential pathogenic effects on proteins, various computational predictors were used, including Alamut Visual Plus® and Mutation Tester.

Results

Clinical Description

The affected child had clear phenotypical characteristics of primary microcephaly with cortical malformations and megaloblastic anemia. This 3-year-old boy was born at full term by normal vaginal delivery and had a small head size at birth. He had a significant developmental handicap, decreased muscle bulk, and diffuse mild hypotonia. Moreover, he suffered from moderate mental retardation and was unable to sit, walk, and speak. The brain MRI of the patient showed moderate to severe microcephaly with the malformations of cortical development (Figure 2). Biochemical tests confirmed homocystinuria-megaloblastic anemia. Both of his parents were intellectually normal with mild anemia. There were two miscarriages in this pedigree, including one previous miscarriage in this family and one in the maternal cousin. The maternal or environmental causes
MCPH2 using WES in Iranian consanguineous families, the main purpose of this study was to find the exact genetic cause of this disorder. In this study, brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was performed on patients with MCPH2. Polymicrogyria and simplified gyral pattern were noted in the cerebral cortex of the patients. The other clinical features included delayed psychomotor development, mental retardation, seizures, and hypotonia. The major findings were identified as frameshift variants in the WDR62 and MTR genes. These variants were predicted to be deleterious and pathogenic, affecting WDR62 and MTR proteins, respectively. Additionally, some bioinformatic tools were used to predict the pathogenic effects of these variants.

Several frameshift variants were identified in WDR62 (c.2801delG:p.R934fs, c.1733delG:p.R578fs) and MTR (c.2954delG:p.R985fs) genes. These variants were not found in public databases such as ExAC or 1000G. The frameshift variants were classified based on American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics guidelines and criteria. The frameshift mutations predict the loss of function of the MTR protein and the WDR62 protein, respectively. The loss of function of these proteins could lead to methylcobalamin deficiency in methionine biosynthesis.

The WES was performed on DNA samples related to the proband, and five novel homozygous frameshift variants were identified accordingly. Two of these frameshift insertion variants occurred in the WDR62 gene in exon 30. These frameshift mutations predict p.Q1310fs (c.3931dupC) and p.Q1305fs (c.3916dupG). Based on American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics guidelines and criteria, these variants were classified as pathogenic; they were not found in ExAC nor 1000G and have not been reported before. Various computational predictors have demonstrated that these are disease-causing variants and affect WDR62 protein structure and function by changing the amino acid sequence and causing nonsense-mediated RNA decay (NMD). These variants are deleterious and classified as having a splice site effect.

Three of these frameshift insertion variants occurred in the MTR gene in exon 27 and could predict p.R934fs (c.2801delG) and p.R578fs (c.1733delG), exon 28, and p.R985fs (c.2954delG). These variants were also predicted to be deleterious and pathogenic and affect the structure and function of the MTR protein by changing amino acid sequence and causing NMD. These variants were neither found in ExAC nor 1000G and have not been previously reported in public databases.

Discussion
MCPH2 is one kind of neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by severe mental retardation, microcephaly, and variable degree of cortical malformation, including microgyria, pachygyria, hypoplasia of the corpus callosum, and lissencephaly. The other clinical features include delayed psychomotor development in all patients, and seizures in some patients. Notably, the incidence of most rare genetic abnormalities such as MCPH is high in Iran and the Middle East because of the high rate of consanguineous marriages. The main purpose of this study was to find the exact genetic cause of MCPH2 using WES in Iranian consanguineous families, particularly, in conditions where MCPH is accompanied by comorbidities.

Using WES, two novel frameshift variants were identified in the exon 30 of the WDR62 gene, as well as three novel frameshift variants (i.e., c.2801delG:R934fs and c.1733delG:p.R578fs) in the exon 27 and 28 (c.2954delG:p.R985fs) of the MTR gene. Based on some bioinformatic tools (e.g., Alamut Visual Plus™ and Mutation Tester), these frameshift variants cause NMD and affect the structure and function of WDR62 and MTR proteins; moreover, these variants have deleterious and pathogenic effects.

The WDR62 gene is located on chromosome 19q13.12. This gene has 32 exons and 50230 base pairs and encodes 1,523 amino acids. It has previously been reported that recessive mutations in this gene are related to MCPH with additional abnormal phenotypes. WDR62 expression is high in the developing brain in neural progenitors and postmitotic neurons, localized in the ventricular and subventricular zones and the cortical plates.

Finlay et al and Faheem et al proved that WDR62 mutations lead to a decrease in the generation of cerebellar cortical neurons during the early stages of neurogenesis, confirming the phenotypic heterogeneity observed in MCPH2. Specifically, WDR62 expression is at the spindle poles in neural progenitor cells during prophase to metaphase transition and is not expressed during the interphase. Farag et al found that mutations in WDR62 cause defects in centrosome integrity and the spindle which is the main cause of MCPH2 microcephaly. For further confirmation, by examining the expression of this gene in Hela cells, it was proven that WDR62 accumulates in the centrosome. Furthermore, the siRNA knockdown of WDR62 decreases the proliferation of cortical progenitors and centrosome integrity, and disturbs the orientation of mitotic spindles. The medical and MRI evaluation of the proband showed the brain and cerebellar atrophy and polymicrogyria in the proband, confirming that the MCPH2 in the proband can be due to the novel disruptive variants in the WDR62 gene. Other neurological symptoms in the proband, including delayed motor skills, seizures, developmental delay, mental retardation, low HC, and diffused mild hypotonia, further confirmed MCPH2. Additionally, based on the history of two miscarriages in this pedigree, it may be concluded that WDR62 variants or/and MTR variants may cause these miscarriages.

The MTR gene is located on chromosome 1q43. It encodes 5-methyltetrahydrofolate-homocysteine methyltransferase which catalyzes the final step in methionine biosynthesis. The mutation in this gene is responsible for methylcobalamin deficiency.
complementation group G, which is characterized by homocystinuria-megaloblastic anemia and cblG complementation type (38-40). The cblG phenotype is inherited as an autosomal recessive and has clinical and biochemical heterogeneity (41, 42). As shown in the proband, it has previously been reported that the cblG phenotype can be present with neurological symptoms (43-47). Komulainen-Ebrahim et al and Kripps et al observed the neurological symptoms as a result of methionine synthase deficiency, along with the need for early treatment to reduce the neurological symptoms (48, 49).

Conclusion
In general, WES is an effective and accurate genetic diagnosis tool in genetically and phenotypically heterogeneous disorders such as MCPH2, especially when it is associated with different comorbidities. Further, the WES analysis of families with MCPH2 is required for early diagnosis and management of the patient when the disease is accompanied by methionine synthase deficiency. Our results expand the mutation spectrum of the WDR62 and MTR genes and will be beneficial in the genetic diagnosis of MCPH2 and homocystinuria-megaloblastic anemia patients, genetic counseling, and prenatal diagnosis and thus reduce the rate of this disease.
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